'READ ACROSS THE UNIVERSE'

Book Week 2013
Students enjoyed naming the planets that staff members have escaped to for some quiet reading time.
Frogboy and Camille are best friends but they are very different. Camille speaks in numbers and Frogboy likes to dress up. With Camille's help he finds that dressing up as a frog is perfect for him, but when he tries to convince his friend to be a frog too, his plan goes terribly wrong.

It can be tough being a kid. It can be tough hanging onto friends . . . particularly when you are so different. But hanging onto friends is easy when we can accept our differences, and realise that we're often more alike than we could ever imagine.
Year 1 students found the pros of being a frog was a lot of fun when they used water colours to paint their individual green friends. The origami frog display was produced by some nimble fingered Year 6/7 students.
What is a mum to do when there are just too many elephants in the house? Seriously, there's even one in the bath tub! Like any normal person, Eric's mum eventually looses her cool completely and tells Eric, "They've got to go!"

However Eric really does love his elephants. He takes the reader through a series of delightful scenarios to demonstrate all the reasons WHY they need to stay. Like most young people, Eric is a pretty resourceful chap and eventually works out a great solution to the problem ...
This herd of elephants was painted by Year 2/3 students using crackle paint to give the elephants some very realistic wrinkles.
The young girl in this story is fascinated by space. She plays with intergalactic space crafts, playdough planets, space station stickers, spacefood sticks and moonbeams, which is why she is so disappointed when her parents give her a red suitcase instead of a rocket-themed backpack. She doesn’t look forward to the first day of school especially when she sees the wonderful bags on the backs of the other children. Thankfully, the terrible suitcase sparks her wild imagination, and the other children join in the fun. It is no longer a suitcase but a toolkit, a computer, and a springboard to some wonderful space adventures.
These magnificent spaceships were painted, decorated and constructed by Year 5 students to help the children in this story travel into outer space. What planet will they be landing on?